The long-run average cost control problem for discrete time Markov chains is studied in an extremely general framework. Existence of stable stationary strategies which are optimal in the appropriate sense is established and these are characterized via the dynamic programming equations. The approach here differs from the conventional approach via the discounted cost problem and covers situations not covered by the latter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to provide a new framework for the long-run average cost control problem for discrete time Markov chains with a countable state space. The tranditional approach to this problem has been to treat it as a limiting case of the discounted cost control problem as the discount factor approaches unity. (See [13] for a succinct account and the bibliographies of [1] , [13] , [14] for further references. [1] contains some major recent extensions of this approach.) However, this limiting argument needs a strong stability condition, various forms of which are used in the literature [8] . This condition fails in many important applications such as control of queueing networks. A concrete example of the failure of the classical argument was provided in [12] . Motivated by these problems, [3] ,
[4] used an alternative approach to tackle a special class of Markov chains, viz., those exhibiting a 'nearest-neighbour motion'. More precisely, the hypotheses were that the chain moves from any state to at most finitely many neighbouring states and the length of the shortest path from a state i to a prescribed state is unbounded as a function of i.
Two cases were considered: the first being the case when the cost function penalizes unstable behaviour and the second the case when there is no such restriction on cost, but the stationary strategies satisfy a stability condition. The aim in both cases was to establish the existence of a stable optimal stationary strategy and to characterize it in terms of the dynamic programming equations. Reasonably complete results were established in the first case and comparatively weaker results in the second. This paper considers a very general framework that subsumes both the paradigm of [3] , [4] and that of [131] .
The paper relies heavily on parts of [4] . In order to avoid excessive overlap with [4] and to keep the present paper from getting too unwieldy, we refer to [4] for a great many details. In view of this, we use the same notation as [4] . This notation is recalled in section II. Section III gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the tightness of invariant probabilities under stationary strategies. Section IV gives a dynamic programming characterization of a stationary strategy which gives less cost than any other stationary strategy. Section V and VI study the stability and statistical behaviour of a chain governed by an arbitrary strategy under the conditions spelt out in section III. Section VII establishes the existence of a stable stationary strategy which is optimal under various definitions of optimality. Section VIII considers the case when at least one stationary strategy is not stable, but the cost function penalizes unstable behaviour. Section IX gives simple, more easily verifiable sufficient conditions for the stability condition of section III to hold.
Finally, section X indicates how to extend all these results to controldependent cost functions and concludes with a few plausible conjectures. (2 ) ... ''' such that for all ieS, n > 1,
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
As noted in [4] , there is no loss of generality if we assume that (a) the (ii) optimal in probability if Ck{tO} = a = f and under any CS, lim P(Tn 2 a-e) = 0 for all 8>0, n ---(iii) a.s. optimal if Ck{to} = a = P and under any CS,
Next, we summarize the relevant results of [3] , [4] , [13] . The relevant results of [3] , [4] , [13] are as follows:
(1) Suppose all SS are SSS and
ig 1 (see [8] for equivalent conditions.) Then there exists an a.s. optimal SSS y{ 0 )}. Furthermore, t{o}) is a.s. optimal if and only if the following holds termwise:
..]T and U is the infinite identity matrix [13] . SSS if any only if (2.2) holds. [3] , [4] .
(3) Suppose all SS are SSS, the set [nIt)t 8e L} is tight and (*)
holds. Then there exists an SSS which is optimal in probability. Also, ¥{0 ] is optimal in probability if and only if (2.2) holds. [4] In the sections to follow, we generalize all three cases above. In the last section, we also indicate how to extend our results to controldependent cost functions.
The main results of this paper are contained in Lemma 4.4, Theorems Our aim is to prove that this condition is necessary and sufficient for the tightness of [b{}1I48L}.
We shall proceed via several lemmas. The proof is elementary. Let pn(i,j,t) denote the probability of going from i to j in n transitions under yf}). Passing to the limit along an appropriate subsequence, we get
A standard argument based on a monotone class theorem shows that {Yn} is a martingale with respect to the natural filtration of {Xn}.
The claim now follows from Lemma 3.1.
QED By Skorohod's theorem, we can construct on a common probability space Proof. Outside a set of zero probability, Xm -)X n for each n. Since these are discrete valued, X = X from some n onwards.
It is easy to see from this that =m -_ ) a.s. The first claim follows. The second is proved similarly. QED Theorem 3.1. The following are equivalent:
(ii) {{n(}IstL} is tight.
(iii) {V{})IteL) is compact in the topology of weak convergence. 
Proof. It is clear that (iii) implies (ii)
..] be any weak limit point of {1{tn}}. Then passing to the limit along an appropriate subsequence in the above inequality, we
Letting Nt-, Later on in section IX, we shall give simpler sufficient conditions that ensure condition C. See [6] for some related results.
The results of this section are essentially the same as the corresponding results of [4] except for the much more general set-up being used here. The proofs of [4] apply with a little extra work and thus we omit many details, referring the reader to [4] . Assume condition C. In particular, this implies that all SS are SSS.
Lemma 4.1. For any ieS, usD(i),
QED
In particular, it follows that t p(i,j,u)V({f (j) is well-defined for all i,u,t.
Lemma 4.2. For an SSRS y[t], v[a]
(1) = 0 and
termwise. In particular, for an SSS yft},
For a proof, see Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 of [4] . Let {X n } be governed by an SSS yft) with X 1 = 1. Consider
Since V{})(X.) = V{W}(X 1 ) = 0 by the above lemma, this equals 
where the infima are over all CS. Standard dynamic programming arguments [10] show that vn satisfies
for isAn, i#l, and
Note that the summations on the right are finite in both cases because vn(j) A 0 for at most finitely many j. Hence by continuity of p(i,j,.) and such that 4n(i), 4n(l) attain the maxima in (5.1), (5.2). Proof. Under any CS,
Let n -3). 
QED
where the maximum (resp. minimum) are attained for some ~. In particular, the right hand side of the second inequality is strictly positive. Thus
< constant X max( t n{~}(i)). The claim now follows by direct verification.
Let f:S -4R be a bounded map. Define :-1 r-1
Proof. The right hand side is ha(l). Note that
Letting F n = v(Xm,am,mmn), n=1,2,..., the sequence
becomes an {Fn+ 1 )-martingale. By the optional sampling theorem,
m=i m=l
Since the expressions inside both expectations are bounded by a constant times i, we can let n -* and apply the dominated convergence theorem to
1Aj aeS
By Lemma 6.1, the right hand side equals
m=1 1#JeS
Hence the expression in (6.1) is zero. The claim follows.
QED
Note that for a given a, the claim above holds for all bounded f: S -)
R. Let a n -41 in (0,1) such that I(an) -in M(L) for some I. Then a trivial limiting argument (as for Corollary 3.1) shows that for all bounded f:S -*R.
Summarizing the results, Lemma 6.3. For any CS{Cn}, there exists an SSRS y [4] such that for all bounded f:S -*R,
where the expectation on the left is with respect to the law under {Cn }.
Let {)n } be a fixed CS as before and [X n} the chain governed by {n } ) with X 1 =1. Let a0=1, an=min{m>)n_jlXm=l} (<-a.s. by Corollary 5.1), Fn = U(Xm, m'p m<n) and Fn = the stopped a-field for the stopping time a n . We say that an S-valued sequence {Yn } of random variables is an acceptable Proof. Let Un denote the restriction to u n to S for each n, viewed as an element of M(S). It suffices to prove that {Un } is tight. Let An = (n+l, n+2,...)C S, n = 1,2,... We have It is easy to see that this implies condition C. 
j=ac
For any E>O and m=1,2,.... of [5] . Thus all the results of [5] can be rederived in the much more general set-up here if we impose, as in [5] , the additional restriction that p(i,j,u) is either = 0 for all u or >0 for all u, for each pair i, jSS.
VIII. THE GENERAL CASE
In this section, we assume that there exists at least one SS that is not an SSS. Clearly, conditions C and D fail. In general, one cannot expect to find an optimal SSS. For example, if k(i) > 0 for all i and lim k(i) = O, then Ck{O) > 0 for all SSS ¥y{}, but lim Tn = 0 a.s. under any SS that is not an SSS. This suggests that we should put a restriction on k that will penalize the unstable behaviour. Almost monotonicity does precisely that. In what follows, we assume that k is almost monotone and at least one SSRS exists. 
for all ieS and
Recall that 1i is the image of I under the projection L -4D(i). For each i,
Suppose that for some i 0 os, 2 p(io,j,.) VE[](J) is not h i -a.s. constant.
Relabelling S if necessary, assume that i 0 =1. Then we can pick a ueD (1) such that 
IX. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR UNIFORM INTEGRABILITY
It seems unlikely that there is a simple characterization of conditions C or D applicable to all cases. Instead, one looks for simple sufficient conditions that may be used either singly or in combination depending on the problem at hand. In this section, we briefly outline a few such conditions.
Suppose we need a bound of the type sup E[rm/X1=l] < -for some m>l, the supremum being over all CS belonging to a prescribed class A. One obvious way of ensuring this would be to prove that for some integer N>1 and reals K>O, e 8(0,1), It is observed in [7] , pp.415, that this ensures that all SS are SSS.
Assume furthermore that c = inf n{r() (1) > 0.
Let C = {seM(S)V¥(1) < c/2) and pick an integer N>4/c. Then
where [{n } are defined as in section VII. Under our assumptions, the methods of [7] yield an exponential bound of the type (9.1) for all SSS.
This can be verified by checking that the estimates of [7] , pp. 415-421, for the logarithm of the right hand side of (9.3) hold uniformly for all SSS under our hypotheses. Thus we have condition C. It is not clear whether this method can be adapted to ensure condition D as well.
(3) Suppose that there exists an NŽ1 such that the following holds:
where the first supremum is over all CS. Then for any acceptable chain {Xn},
Repeating this argument, we get an estimate of the type (9. where the supremum is over all CS. Also, for any acceptable (Xn},
where the last inequality is obtained by dynamic programming arguments identical to those used to prove Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.1. The only difference here is that the supremum on the right hand side of (9.7) may not be attained for some t. However, it is finite by (9.6) and we are done.
Note that if we assume sup sup Ej[1/X 1 =i] < ~. i -> u
The author has not attempted the case of unbounded cost functions, but is seems reasonable to expect similar results under suitable growth
